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Seniors show off art in thesis exhibition
BY MEREDITH WATHNE
wathneme@mnstate.edu

JESSICA FLEMING • flemingjes@mnstate.edu

Many students, professors and community members attended the Bachlors of Fine Arts art and design exhibition where
seniors showcased their thesis projects. Ceramics, drawings and print work were displayed, and several students had
pieces for sale.

Seven art and design seniors
showcased their thesis projects
May 2 in the Roland Dille Art
Gallery.
“The importance is for them
to actually see their work up in
a gallery setting and to actually
have it open to the public and
for the university to come look
at their work,” said Naomi
Schliesman, gallery director.
The students displayed a
variety of work including
drawings, sculptures, ceramic
plate collections, print work on
the wall and wood and piles of
letters and string on the floor.
Catherine
Miller,
art
education and ceramics senior,
had a 65-piece display of
ceramic plates and bowls titled
“Accumulation.” Her collection

was inspired by hoarding and
why people have a connection
to objects and why they feel it’s
so significant, she said.
“I am not a hoarder myself,”
Miller said. “People always
ask. I moved around a lot
when I was younger, and I was
always getting rid of things,
deciding what I wanted and
revaluating my possessions. I
think like the whole idea of how
we accumulate things is really
interesting, especially for me as
a maker. Why do people feel so
connected to these things that I
am making?”
Miller crafted more than
65 pieces during her yearlong
construction
process
but
worked only 65 of them into
the exhibition. All of the pieces
in her collection are for sale.
Elise Forer, BFA with an
emphasis
in
printmaking,
ART SHOW, PAGE 3

Students choose new leadership team Students, alum launch
BY BRYCE HAUGEN
haugenbr@mnstate.edu

Students have elected Kevin
Struxness as next year’s Student
Senate president and Austen
McFarren as the vice president.
McFarren defeated Joao “Johnny”
Cunha in the only contested election
on this spring’s ballot. Struxness and
treasurer-elect Richa Neupane ran
unopposed while all six candidates
who ran for 11 senate seats were
elected. Write-in candidate Erica
Durheim also won a spot to
represent the College of Education

and Human Services.
An email announcing the results
did not include vote totals.
McFarren, a secondary education
junior, and Struxness, a political
science junior, were not available for
comment by press time. Outgoing
Student Senate President Russel
Ferguson said they will make a
formidable team.
“Both of them are passionate
leaders,” he said. “They are very
inquisitive and very caring people
… I think next year’s senate should
be even better than this year’s.”
Ferguson said he’s proud of the

senate’s work over the past year,
finding it validating that the MSUM
Student Organization Advisory
Committee named the group the
organization of the year.
He pointed to the senate’s
involvement
in
opposing
the
Minnesota
constitutional
amendment to require photo
identification for voting, the
organizing of on-campus debates
in dorms and the highest MSUM
student voter turnout in history,
among other successful initiatives.
Ferguson credited the strong core
of senate leaders with helping him

ELECTIONS, BACK PAGE

Professor named a woman of the year
BY JASMINE MAKI
makija@mnstate.edu

Hard work doesn’t go
unnoticed.
Terrie
Manno,
piano
professor
and
coordinator
of keyboard at MSUM, was
recognized for her hard work
during the YWCA’s Women of
the Year Banquet last Monday.
Manno was nominated by
longtime friend Nancy Beach
for the Lifetime Achievement
award.
Each year, the Lifetime
Achievement
award
is
presented to a woman who

has demonstrated a long-term
commitment to equality, to
empowering women and girls
and to eliminating racism.
According to the organization’s
website, the winner is someone
who “exemplifies integrity
and displays compassion for
humanity.”
In Beach’s nomination letter,
she wrote that Manno has
demonstrated her empowering
dedication to the community
through her long professional
career at MSUM and her
volunteer work with the
Kurdish and Somali women in
Fargo-Moorhead.

Terrie Manno

new art magazine
BY MEGAN HAVIG
havigme@mnstate.edu

A new publication is entering the
print world of Fargo-Moorhead.
It started as a joke to ease the
career questions of Noah Kupcho,
an MSUM alumnus who graduated
with an art and photography degree
in December 2012.
Brooke Kupcho, Noah Kupcho’s
wife and an elementary and
special education junior, said that
Noah found no pleasure in typical
photography jobs, such
as wedding and portrait
photography.
“It doesn’t make him
happy,” Brooke Kupcho
said. “So we said, let’s
just start a magazine. We
pretended we were making
a magazine for a month
saying things like ‘Cool
story, you get on that or you
should you write that.’”
The joke was between
the Kupchos and their two
best friends: Dustin Snyder,
an
MSUM
alumnus
with a geography degree
and Sarah Faith Strong,
a sustainability junior.
Snyder initially called it
“Wolftree,” and the name
Submitted photo
stuck.
Brooke and Noah Kupcho take photos for the
During a road trip over magazine at the couple’s art studio.
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New Year’s, the group discussed
making the magazine happen.
They wanted it to showcase local
artists, musicians and entrepreneurs.
Looking up the actual definition
of wolftree left them surprised and
laughing.
“It’s a big tree that takes all the
nutrients out of the soil and kills all
the little trees around it,” Brooke
Kupcho said. “The magazine is
opposite of that. It is for telling and
sharing about others and celebrating
the people in it, not celebrating the
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Briefs
CC

ampus
alendar
ampusWorld News
5.07-5.11
alendar

5.07

11 am - 3 p.m. Scorch
Jam, Campus Mall

8 - 10 p.m. Open mic
night, CMU main lounge
5.08

Study Day No classes
8 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
Study-a-thon, CMU 212
5 - 7 p.m. Residential life
banquet, CMU ballroom

5.09

Finals begin
3:30 - 7 p.m. Sociology
and criminal justice
awards banquet, CMU
ballroom

5.10

5.11

4 - 9 p.m. Piano recital,
CA Fox Recital Hall
6 - 11 p.m. Film
department final project
screenings, Weld Glasrud
Auditorium
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Obama speaks at OSU
“I will ask you for two things:
to participate and to persevere,”
President Obama said to more
than 10,000 graduates at Ohio
State University on Sunday
during his first commencement
address of 2013.
Tens of thousands of people
swarmed the campus as the
president stressed the importance
of citizenship and civic duty to
college graduates who came of
age amidst economic turmoil,
terrorism and war. He urged grads
to become engaged in issues
dominating the political debate
as they move into the workforce,
quoting a line from George W.
Bush’s speech to OSU seniors
in 2002: “America needs more
than taxpayers, spectators and
occasional voters. America needs
full-time citizens.”
Alaska volcano spews ash
A dormant volcano in Alaska
rumbled back to life on Saturday,
spewing ash, steam and gas into
the air. Cleveland Volcano is in a
sparsely populated part of Alaska,
but it lies below a major air-traffic
route between the U.S. and Asia.
Although aviation experts
said the eruption was not major
enough to be a threat to planes,
some air traffic was diverted on
Saturday.
Cleveland Volcano first showed
signs of life in the summer of
2011, when lava started oozing
out and caused lava domes to
form at the center—and pressure
to build inside the volcano.
There have already been 20 to
25 sporadic explosions since
then, but experts said Saturday’s
explosions were stronger and
long-duration airwave signals
indicated a sustained eruption.
‘Iron Man 3’ has succesful box
office weekend
Iron Man 3 is bringing the
party to you. Iron Man 3 brought
in in $175.3 million in its
opening weekend, the secondbiggest debut ever, behind last
year’s Avengers’s $207 million
opener. The Robert Downey Jr.
action flick opened last week
overseas, already bringing in
$504.8 million—bumping its
overall haul so far to $680.1
million.

Security Update
Director of Public Safety

MSUM Briefs

Speech, language and hearing
clinic to host literacy camp
The MSUM speech, language
and hearing clinic will hold its first
annual literacy camp this summer
in Murray. The camp will follow
an intensive embedded/explicit
literacy model of instruction and
is designed address the needs of
children who are struggling in the
area of literacy.
While preference may be given
to children who have a current
IEP and are receiving services,
any child who is below age or
grade level in any literacy related
skill is encouraged to apply.
The camp will be held Monday
through Thursday from June 3-27.
The morning session, designed for
children who have just completed
preschool or kindergarten, will
run from 9 to 11:30 a.m. The
afternoon session, designed for
children who have just completed
first or second grade, will run
from 1 to 3:30 p.m.

Cinema arts and digital
technologies to show projects
The cinema arts and digital
technologies
department
is
honoring the best student projects
of the semester with two nights
of juried exhibitions. At 7 p.m.
on Friday in the CMU ballroom,
seniors in graphic communications
will be displaying their final
projects, which can range from
3D modeling to graphic design
advertisements. Saturday at 7
p.m. in the Glasrud Auditorium
in Weld, the film studies program
will be debuting the best student
films of the semester, ranging
from freshmen final projects in the
video production class to senior
seminar final projects. Chosen by
a panel of jurists, awards will also
be given out, including best actor
and actress and best film.
Both events are free and open
to the public and will include
refreshments.

Greg Lemke
4.26

4.28

Suspicious activity in Dahl,
unable to locate, extra patrol
requested.

4.29

Noise complaint in Ballard via
Text-A-Tip, unfounded.
		
Fire alarm in West Snarr,
Moorhead Fire Department
responded, burnt food.

4.27

Suspicious activity on west side
of Dahl, unfounded.
		
Blue light activation in M-5
parking lot, male requested
assistance in locating lost keys.
		
Noise complaint in East Snarr
lounge, contact made and all
individuals warned.

Medical in South Snarr, one
transported to local hospital.
		
Stray cat in G-11 parking lot,
Moorhead Police Department
contacted.
Bicycle theft reported from
bike rack near Snarr, Moorhead
Police Department contacted.
		
Arson reported in Dahl,
Moorhead Fire Department and
fire marshal responded.
5.01

Smoking violation on the east
side of CMU, three referred to
campus judicial.
Stray cat on north side of CMU.

Safety Tip of the Week
Bike safety
With the nice weather having finally arrived there will be a lot
of people riding their bikes in and around campus. It is important
that when you are driving a motor vehicle you take time and use
extra precautions in looking for bicyclists. It is also important that
people riding bikes obey the rules of the road and look out for
motor vehicles. Remember to lock your bikes up when not in use,
write down your serial number in case it does get stolen (you can
register that information on the Public Safety website) and always
wear a helmet. Stay safe and keep your eyes open for bicyclists.
Have a great summer!
To report a problem contact Public Safety at 218.477.2449

Have a question about Public Safety?
Submit your questions to
Greg Lemke at greg.lemke@mnstate.edu

Space Available

Seagrave Studios
914 Main Avenue, Fargo
Creaky stairs lead to open
armed spaces with room
enough to create.
In a corner of the world

House for Rent
3+ Bedrooms
Hardwood floors/AC
1 Block from MSUM
$1200/month
Available June 1, 2013
Contact 218.689.3891,
218.463.3870 or
rnjsorenson@wiktel.com

Dragon Walk raises more than
that becomes your own.  
$50,000
Community, painting,
Roommate Wanted
The 2013 Dragon Fire Walk for
belly laughter, screen
Great 3 bedroom apt.
Athletics raised $50,500, with all
printing,
sewing,
pants
proceeds going to Dragon athletic
near MSUM
scholarships.
patching, fiber arts, ugly
Summer discounted rate
“Everyone was a winner in the
sweaters, dark room
$250/month shared plus
8th Annual Dragon Fire Walk,”
photography, drawing,
utilities and internet
MSUM athletic director Doug
DIY.
Available June 1, 2013
Peters said. “The participation of
LiLo speaks out
our alumni, friends, students and
Heat paid
All that for only $80 per
On the eve of her most recent community made me proud to be
Laundry in building
month.
jaunt to rehab, Lindsay Lohan a Dragon.”
Off-street parking
spoke to Piers Morgan, telling
The Dragon Fire Walk kicked
Call
218.303.5652
him that she’s only done cocaine off on April 22 with a ceremonial
Swimming with
maybe four or five times, that walk around campus. Nearly 150
creativity? Ready to take
APT FOR RENT
the lowest point in her life was MSUM student-athletes, coaches
the
plunge?
the look on her mother’s face and staff members took part in the
Nice 3 bedroom apt.
Contact:
when she was hauled off to ceremonial walk.
Available June 1, 2013
bonnyboom88@yahoo.
jail—and the happiest moment
The Dragon Walk is a five-day
Secure building
of her life was the day she got event in which participants walk
com
Off-street parking
the “Parent Trap” role.
a six-site course throughout
Redecorated.
Lohan said the first time she campus. The bookstore then
Applications available
had a drink was when she was donates a sum of money for
Laundry in building.
behind the counter at
17 years old—and “Mom made each completed form turned in.
Heat paid.
the Red Raven Espresso
me sleep with vomit still on me The final count was 1,338 by the
Close
to MSUM
Parlor.
so I’d understand how it felt”— time the week was done. $2,000
218.233.1545.
916 Main Ave, Fargo.
and insists she’s never had a was raised through the Dragon
drinking problem.
Walk.
World news from dailybeast.com
MSUM briefs from Dragon Digest and submitted to advocate@mnstate.edu
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Upcoming shows set to premiere on the small screen
BY BRIAN ASHBURN
ashburnbr@mnstate.edu

As June approaches, some of our
most beloved shows wrap up their
seasons with cliff hangers and jaw
droppers, only to put us on edge as
we anxiously await their comeback
in September.
Even still, summer television has
no shortage of intense or hilarious
viewing. With the exciting returns
of favorites like “Dexter,” “Pretty
Little Liars” and “Wipe Out,” the
couch will be calling your name.
Here are some of the most
anticipated new series airing this
summer:
‘Zach Stone Is Gonna Be Famous’
Everyone’s favorite inappropriate
YouTube sensation Bo Burnham
heads to the television in his
hilarious new series that seems to
ironically reflect his real life.
Fresh out of high school, Zach
Stone chooses a quest for fame
over a college education by hiring
a camera crew to document his not-

so-glamorous life. His adventure
brings him to every quick trick to be
an overnight celebrity. “Zach Stone”
airs every Thursday on MTV.
‘Get Out Alive with Bear Grylls’
After seeing him drink his own
urine and burrow himself into a
zebra carcass, you would think we’d
had enough of Bear Grylls.
“Get Out Alive” is a reality
competition that follows Grylls as
he leads teams across the desolate
wilderness of New Zealand. Teams
must work together to trek across
the land with weekly challenges
centered around surviving the
wilderness. NBC is slated to
premiere “Get Out Alive” on July 8.
‘American Baking Competition’
Hosted by Jeff Foxworthy, this
installment in the ever-expanding
repetoire of chef shows pits amateur
bakers against each other in a series
of challenges with an end prize of
$250,000 and a publishing deal.
“American Baking Competition”
will whet your taste buds May 29
on CBS.

Courtesy of ABC Family

“The Fosters” is a controversial drama produced by Jennifer Lopez set to
premiere on ABC Family.

‘The Fosters’
In the newest ABC Family drama,
the network will continue to push
the envelope, this time with the help
of Jennifer Lopez.
“The Fosters” follows a biracial
lesbian couple as they raise their
biological and adopted teenagers.
This emotional depiction showcases
the struggles minorities face in
modern America. The drama
unfolds as the newest edition brings

ART SHOW, FROM FRONT
constructed a life-like piece
titled “An Army of Men.”
“My project revolves around
the fracking in the Bakken oil
area,” she said. “The issue of
fracking to me is very important
because I grew up living in
the woods and going outside
everyday and experiencing
nature, and I see fracking as a
damage to our environment.”
During the creation of the
project, Forer developed her
own printmaking process, using
poly-extruded foam to create
relief prints.
“Developing that new process
and the new way of mark
making was very exciting for
me,” she said.
Medium Density Fiberboard,
a wood blend stronger than
plywood, had prints of oil
workers on them and stood about
18 inches high. The workers
were arranged in front of a wall
that had prints of oilrigs and
houses, depicting western North
Dakota oil towns. The prints
were wheat pasted, organic glue
made from flour, onto the wood
and walls.
“The entire process is
ephemeral,” Forer said. “The
prints are made from newsprint,

JESSICA FLEMING • flemingjes@mnstate.edu

Catherine Miller stands with her 65 ceramic pieces.

so they will fade and crack over
time, which is a reflection of the
conceptual aspect.”
It was a big night for the senior
artist, with many attendees
perusing the gallery to catch the
show.
“They get to put their show up
in the gallery setting, have the

viewer come and look at it and
also photograph their work and
have the experience of what it’s
like to showcase their work,”
Schliesman said.
The gallery runs through May
16 and is open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Monday through Friday and 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. on Saturday.

JESSICA FLEMING • flemingjes@mnstate.edu

Elise Forer’s art piece titled, “An Army of Men,” is about the oil fields of North Dakota.

turmoil and trouble to the family
dynamic. For the first time, Lopez is
behind the scenes instead of in front
of the camera. “The Fosters” is a
homage to her late aunt who faced
prejudice as a lesbian and minority.
“The Fosters” is set to tug at your
heart strings June 3 on ABC Family.
‘Graceland’
USA Network has a knack for
putting a spin on the crime genre.
“Graceland” is the newest addition

to their dramatic repetoire as a show
that centers around several different
branches of government, including
the FBI, DEA and Immigration and
Customs Enforcement. Different
agents are forced to live in the
same beach house in Southern
California as part of an undercover
mission. Packed with familiar faces,
“Graceland” is sure to provide all
the adrenaline-pumping drama you
could want. “Graceland” premieres
June 6 on USA Network.
‘The Hunt’
The CW is bringing Katniss
Everdeen to the television.
After the wildly successful
premiere of the Hunger Games
franchise, the CW jumped on the
craze by designing a reality show
with the same premise: teams
will be dropped in a fenced arena
where they will compete against
one another for survival essentials.
Don’t worry, the battle is not to the
death.
May the odds be ever in their
favor July 31 on the CW.
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How to survive life after graduation

BY SARAH TYRE
tyresa@mnstate.edu

The much anticipated end of
spring semester is right around the
corner. Feelings of excitement and
anticipation consume classrooms
and hallways. Graduation often
brings anxiety about post-degree
life. Co-founder of first-time
job seekers resource program, 1
Degree Hire, Jason Klein has some
tips for nervous graduates.
1 Degree Hire strives to train
students for life after graduation.
They help students create their
own personal brand and separate
themselves from the pack. Klein
reminds students that stressing
about the perfect job right out of
college isn’t necessary.
“One of the biggest mistakes
students make initially is worrying
about the first job after college,”
Klein said. “A lot of students
worry that the first move is going
to determine the rest of their career.
It isn’t.”
Most people will change jobs
seven to 10 times in the course of
a career. The first job opens the
door to experience and networking
opportunities. The second move is
more important. Use the knowledge
gained from the first job to propel
into the second job. Take that
experience and use it to its fullest.

Resumes

Everyone dreads them. Students
pour countless hours of hard work
into resumes. They feel like it’s the
key to getting hired. Klein said that
resumes may not be as important as
we think.
“Employers will determine in
seven to 10 seconds whether they
think you’re somebody they want
to talk to again. The resume is
important, but it’s not as important
as the other things employers are

going to be looking at,” Klein said.
Klein stressed the importance
of work experience, the portfolio
and personality over the resume
by itself. It’s about being the whole
package.

Interviews

it inside and out.
“Go on their website, read their
Facebook posts, their Twitter posts,
learn about what the company’s
mission statement is. Learn about
their competition,” Klein said.
Going in with ideas about how
to better the company will help
first time applicants be seen as a
valuable commodity. It pays to put
in the extra effort.

Few college experiences are
as terrifying as walking into a
job interview. This is where it
really matters. This is the time to
shine. The employer wants to see
Networking
the person behind the resume.
After landing the job, it’s
Applicants need to be ready to important to know how to get the
show their best sides. There are most out of it. Don’t just work for
steps students can take to help the company; learn how to make
calm nerves and better prepare it work for you. Networking is a
themselves.
key component to that process. It’s
First, find out the name of the all about knowing the right people.
person conducting the interview. Everyone has a network. Every
Learn about who they are. Do acquaintance, neighbor or relative
some research. Find out their can be counted as an opportunity
favorite sports team, how many to branch out.
kids they have, what position they
“Anybody you come into contact
hold. Go into the interview armed with is part of your network. Don’t
with information. Try to make a be afraid to reach out to people
personal connection with them.
and ask them: ‘Would you mind
“If you can
introducing
talk sports with
to so-and“It’s a marathon not a me
somebody or
so?’ Or ‘Do
ask them about sprint. Just believe in your you
know
their
kids, skill set and your ability anybody who
you’re going to
help me
to do a job. Your time will can
automatically
with
this?’
lower
the come,”
Chances are
tension
in
- Jason Klein, 1 Degree they do. You
the room. It’s Hire co-founder
never know
going to be an
who someone
ice breaker and
else is going to
all of a sudden, it’s not an interview know,” Klein said. “Your network
it’s a conversation,” Klein said. is bigger than you think it is.”
“That will be a lot easier to manage
and everything else will fall into
place.”
Internships
Remember to dress appropriately
For students not graduating this
and bring work samples. Following spring, summer is a great time to
these rules will insure a more intern. Any type of experience
productive interview.
helps. When struggling to find the
Secondly, know as much as perfect fit, keep in mind options
possible about the company. Know that don’t seem to correlate

Landing

Your

Dream Job
101

directly with your major.
“If you know what you want to
do and you know what industry
you want to be in, then finding
an internship that corresponds
with that is obviously great. If
it doesn’t, it’s not the end of the
world,” Klein said. “No matter
where you are, you’re going
to be networking and gaining
experience that will be valuable in
a job interview down the line.”
Ultimately, Klein said he
wants students to remember that
life is full of “no’s.” Don’t get
discouraged. Every “no” means
taking a step closer to a “yes.”
Students must believe that.
Chances of getting hired on the
first interview are low.
“It’s a marathon not a sprint.
Just believe in your skill set and
your ability to do a job. Your

time will come,” Klein said. “It
will take patience and dedication.
Make sure you stay focused, and
eventually you will get the job that
you need.”
1 Degree Hire is an online
resource program for juniors
and seniors seeking a better
understanding of what employers
are looking for. They offer a
digital 21-day course complete
with E-book, mp3 downloads
and a video library. Videos
include interviews with CEO’s
Human Resources personnel and
managers in various industries.
They explain everything from
what they look for in applicants
to mistakes they’ve seen in
interviews. Students interested
in the 1 Degree Hire program
should go to 1degreehire.com for
information.

Study day events shift to CMU, Wellness Center
BY SARAH TYRE
tyresa@mnstaet.edu

Finals. We dread them. We
fear them. We downright loathe
them. Study day is the glimpse
of sun before the dark week

ahead. This year, the CMU is
hosting a series of events to help
make this study day productive
as possible.
Annie Wohl, assistant director
for communications and student
engagement for the CMU had

Submitted photo

Study day participants will be eligible to win prizes all day long.

been hearing some concern
from students about this year’s
study day due to the ongoing
library renovations.
Wednesday, students will be
able to check into any of the
CMU conference rooms and
meet with a tutor. Free snacks
and coffee will be offered all
day. Students can also reserve
conference rooms for quiet
study time or group meeting
space.
“If you are thinking ‘Oh
my gosh, I don’t know nearly
enough about cell bio, we can
help you,” Wohl said.
The
ballroom
will
be
transformed into a relaxation
studio complete with coloring,
yoga and meditation. Checking
in to the CMU will grant
eligibility to win prizes.
Students can check in anytime
from 8 a.m. to midnight.
The Wellness Center is
getting in on the study action
this year as well. From 3 p.m. to
5 p.m., students can indulge in
massages, smoothies and yoga.
Students that check in at both
study locations will be eligible
to win grand prize packages that

include a kindle, free massage
sessions and $50 American
Express gift cards.
The theme of the day is: “Nap
less. Study More.” Wohl said
she hopes that students will take
advantage of the day and get a
head start on finals instead of
spending their time on Netflix

and laundry.
“Study a little or study a lot.
You can sleep until noon and
still get two hours of studying
in,” Wohl said.
Students wanting to reserve
study space can email Annie
Wohl at annie.wohl@mnstate.
edu

Visit www.gliks.com to
find your nearest location
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Fargo-Moorhead provides unique summer
BY SAMANTHA STARK
starksa@mnstate.edu

Leave the boring 1960s
bowling and other conventional
date ideas for last summer. The
secret to a great summer date is
keeping it unique and exciting
while trying to show a taste of
personality and staying within
a budget. These “out-of-theordinary” date ideas will surely
keep your summer romance
asking for a second and third
date.

For the frugal flames

Go thrift shopping. Since
Macklemore’s “Thrift Shop”
hit the radio, thrift shopping has
been all the rage. Join the trend
and head to a
second hand
store
with
your
date.
Pick out the
tackiest shirt
possible for
each other.
Then, wear
your new shirts for the rest of the
date. The laughs will be worth the
embarrassment.
COST: $1 to $20 per T-shirt.

laugh it off and make a pizza.

For country cuties

Milk a cow. Those who didn’t
grow up on a farm probably
don’t have experience milking
a cow. However, that doesn’t
need to hold anyone back. Ask
family members or friends who
farm, or local dairy farmers to
find those
who
are
willing to
lend a dairy
cow. This
would be a
great idea if
both daters
haven’t
milked
a
cow. Even if one has, it will
provide the couple a chance
to experience something new
together.
COST: Priceless

For culinary admirers

Create a one-of-a-kind dish.
Go to the grocery store and
buy some random ingredients
that you may not have used
before. Then, return home and
surf the Internet for recipes that
you’ll both like, or just start
cooking and see what happens.
If it doesn’t taste great, just

COST: Average of $25 for both

For the adventurous duo
Become
Fargo-Moorhead
tourists. This date takes five
things: cheap floral shirts,
cameras, thick accents, a map
and made-up names.
Pretend
to
be
tourists in
the FargoMoorhead
area with
new names
and a fake
back-story.
Surf www.
fargomoorhead.org for exciting
places to tour. It’s surprising
how many exciting places the
Fargo-Moorhead area has that
many residents don’t know
about. Go on an adventure and

explore new restaurants and
sites in the area.

COST: Floral shirt ($5 to
$20), camera (free if borrowed
or already have one), and maps
(from the internet)
If you aren’t ready for such
a creative date, add a taste of
originality to a typical date.
Stay in for a movie night,
but don’t just sit on the couch.
Build an indoor tent with chairs
and blankets. Don’t forget to
make s’mores.

For the competitive
companions
Go bowling (or any sport).
Make it a huge competition
by forcing the loser to buy
lunch and the
winner gets
to pick what
to do on the
second date.
That promises
a
second
date and a
way for that
awkward “who pays” not to be
so uncomfortable. In addition,
make bets on other people’s
games across the lanes. Pointing

out how your “bet” is going
leaves many conversational
fillers for those quiet moments.

For literary lovers

Go to a library or bookstore.
Leave notes to future readers in
random books. It’s a great way
to find out your dates favorite
books, which really shows a lot
about each other’s personalities.
Whatever you choose for your
summer date, keep it light and
fun.
Quick tip
Leave cellphones at home
or in the car, also stay away
from serious talks on the first
couple of dates.

W

e are proud of your success
and welcome you to the
Alumni Family! Stay connected.
For information on the Alumni
store, benefits, gatherings,
LinkedIn networking and
connecting with other Dragons
across the world go to

www.mnstate.edu/alumni
Register for a new Alumni
account to receive monthly
e-mail invitations, updates and
more.
Best Wishes!
MSUM Alumni Foundation

Congratulations 2013 Graduates,

MSUM’s Newest Alumni!
www.mnstate.edu/alumni
The MSUM Alumni Foundation is an independent 501 (c)(3) charitable organization dedicated to Minnesota State University Moorhead and its alumni and friends.
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Opinion
Advocate Editorial Board

New graduates
enter the world

With graduation a
mere 11 days away,
we, at The Advocate,
are taking the time to
recognize all the hard
work students have
done to reach this point.
As new graduates,
remember
your
time at MSUM and
appreciate all that you
have
accomplished.
Graduating
college
is no small feat, and
students have the right
to be proud.
New
graduates, take the
skills you have gained
into your specific
fields and remember
MSUM will be here
to support you in your
future.
Students who will
return
to
MSUM
this fall should take
advantage
of
this
time of reflection to
reevaluate their goals
in order to achieve
them in the upcoming
semesters.
Congratulations to all
the new graduates this
spring. We wish you
the best of luck as you
enter the next chapter
of your lives.
The opinions expressed
in The Advocate are not
necessarily those of the college
administration, faculty or
student body. The Advocate
encourages letters to the editor
and any submissions. They
should be typed and must
include the writer’s name,
signature, address, phone
number, year in school or
occupation and any affliations.
Letters are due by 5 p.m. Friday
and can be sent to MSUM
Box 130, dropped off in The
Advocate office or emailed to
advocate@mnstate.edu.

Lessons learned in perseverance
learned to trust my staff. The most
important lesson I learned from
being editor, though, is to admit my
mistakes, correct them and move
on.
As the editor of a newspaper,
you have to constantly strive for
perfection knowing full well that
you will never achieve it. You
will never have a perfect issue,
or perfect story for that matter.
There will always be some kind of
grammatical error, a misspelling
or some awkward wording. And,
trust me, people will be sure to
point out all of those little mistakes

missed comma. At times, the stress
from being an editor weighed heavy
on me and caused me to have a
couple “mental breakdowns.”
Fortunately, I had a great staff of
dedicated workers that always had
my back. Although they drove me
crazy at times, I couldn’t have made
it through the year without their
amazing support.
So, to my staff, I say: Thank you
for all the laughs and inside jokes,
for listening to my much-needed
BY JASMINE MAKI
vent sessions and most of all, for just
makija@mnstate.edu
being you. Each of you contributed
Last year when former editor
something special to the newspaper,
Charly Haley wrote her endand together, we made a
“The most important lesson I learned great team.
of-the-year column about
how being an editor makes
We strived for the
you grow up fast, I wondered from being editor, though, is to admit my best every week and
what I would learn from
didn’t dwell on the past.
being editor. It turns out I mistakes, correct them and move on.” Together, we learned to
learned a lot.
recognize our mistakes,
When stories fell through last – every week.
fix them if possible and move on,
minute, I learned to improvise.
At the beginning of the semester, striving to do better next time.
When we published controversial I dwelled on all those little (and
What would you like to see in next
stories, I learned how to deal with sometimes big) mistakes week after
year’s Advocate?
backlash. And when there was a big week. I beat myself up mentally
Tweet @MSUMadvocate
news story that I couldn’t cover, I over every little misspelling and

A summer in all seasons
Dear readers, I’ll let you on a
little secret. The bright attitude
is genuine but it is a façade,
sometimes. No, I’m not always
annoyingly happy, unaffected by
life’s ups and downs, although
people may perceive it so. In fact, I
might admit, I have been to darker
places than most.
Fittingly, this is my last column,
as I long refrained from actually
talking about this topic personally.
Through my sophomore year
here, I went through counseling
for moderate depression and selfharm. Propelled by hereditary
predisposal and an emotionally
abusive relationship, I was
consumed in a constant state of
meticulously
breaking
down
my every decision and positive

all. A harmless quip about my attire
would swirl my confidence so
much that it made actually getting
out of bed and dressing for the day
an endless stream of sighs, wishing
I looked like this or that, thinking I
should be that way, I could be that
way, if I only worked hard enough.
Feeling so horribly inadequate
all the time grew into a defeated
attitude, frustrating me to the point
of almost tears, although they
never came. It was like feeling
the sharpest pain without ever
BY APRIL KNUTSON
expressing it, until I found the
knutsonap@mnstate.edu
sharp comfort of a knife.
Summer
approaches
and
With the help of a few close
excitement mounts. Students and
friends and newfound tools to
faculty members alike are gearing
deal with irrational thought, I
up for vacations, concerts and
found my old shimmer, although
family get togethers. Summer
it is now spotted with a few black
creates an irresistibly
holes; sadly, those who
infectious optimism.
“Feeling so horribly inadequate all
struggle through things
As students, we are
like this know that the
all horribly aware of
the time grew into a defeated attitude, battle to stay positive is
summer’s approaching
never fully won.
virus, and we are eager
frustrating me to the point of almost
I write this column
to be sick with sunshine.
not for pity or therapy,
To me, summer’s effect
tears, although they never came. It was but to share what I
is apparent, people are
learned and to remind
generally just happier
like feeling the sharpest pain without
others of their worth.
to be alive, especially
We are all our worst
in the Midwestern ever expressing it, until I found the sharp critics, it’s important to
climate when we only
observe some positivity
get to feel summer a
comfort of a knife”
for unnaturally blustery
few precious days in
days,
whether
that
between thunderstorms and tornado attribute. I wasn’t pretty enough, positivity comes from a friend,
warnings.
smart enough and I never said the family member or just the seasonal
Although, a lucky few retain this right thing. Unfortunately there change.
shiny, glittering attitude all the is a not a quick fix or a perpetual
Forgive the cliches in this
year through. They are perpetually solution. It’s a fight to find yourself column, but remember summer
appreciative and keep a smile on amongst the muck, while clawing is a state of mind, keep the shine
their face in the worst of blizzards. to a cemented image of what life is on, and spread it; everyone has
Some may even say that I am graced supposed to be like or what you’re clouds, even if they are hidden
with this charm as evidence from a supposed to be.
behind skyscrapers of pride and
comment from a recent coworker,
So horribly lost, any little task indecision.
“April, you’re like always smiling, could feel like Everest. My hands
How do you keep positive?
I’ve never seen you mad.” I guess would shake with anxiety as I
Tweet @MSUMadvocate
#keeptheshine
I’m lucky.
drove, for no discernable reason at
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Dragons finish successful winter and spring seasons
BY BREANN LENZMEIER
lenzmeiebr@mnstate.edu

From the hardcourt to the
swimming pool to the track, the
spring and winter seasons were
successful for the respective
teams.
A national championship
qualifer, two home playoff
games and the lowest score in 10
years were just three highlights
of the seasons for the teams.
Throughout the season, from
weather cancellations to no home
games to young teams, there
were obstacles to overcome.
The women’s basketball team
finished the season with a 16-12
record and 12-10 conference
record, wrapping up the
season at Mankato in a second
round matchup in the NSIC
tournament.
“After Christmas we played
pretty well ... we did some nice
things on the offensive side of
the ball and played tougher on
the defensive side,” head coach
Karla Nelson said.
Nelson said the young team
got a taste of what it was like
to play in the NSIC tournament,
and they now know what to

expect when they play.
The team hosted their first
playoff game in four years and
beat University of Sioux Falls in
the first round.
Nelson said two highlights of
the year were beating Augustana
and Wayne State in the same
weekend and Marisa Yernatich
breaking the all-time three-point
record.
“We have a good core of our
starting lineup coming back
(for next year) ... we should be
competing at a high level.”
The Dragons wrestling team
finished with an 8-8 record and
with a 3-5 conference record.
The team had success at the
Grand Canyon duals in Phoenix,
where the team went 3-1.
Angel Vega, in his first year
with the Dragons, was the lone
qualifier for the NCAA National
Championship where he went
0-2.
Weather conditions had
effects on both softball and golf
teams. Mother nature caused
both teams to have to practice
indoors for their seasons and
neither team hosted a home
game or tournament.
The golf team only played

in two tournaments but had
success in both. The team
finished third at the Wayne
State tournament and learned
something new every time they
played.
“It was short but sweet ... the
girls improved on some aspect
of their game each time,” head
coach Chelsey McGinnis said.
This year’s team was young,
with only one senior and
McGinnis said the team will
build off of this season for next
year.
The softball team faced the
challenge of not playing at home
or practicing outside their entire
season. With a short time to
play, some of the games were
cancelled or moved to other
locations.
The team finished with a
7-36 overall record and 5-23
conference record.
The men’s basketball team
began the season strongly with
a 13-1 start before finishing
the season with a 19-11 overall
record and 12-10 conference
record.
The team found success in
the postseason, winning at home
against Southwest Minnesota

Advocate file photo

State before falling to Mankato
in the second round.
“Beating St. Cloud and the
last home game for our seniors
were a few highlights for us,”
head coach Chad Walthall said.
Walthall said losing a couple
difficult games at the end of the
season separated it from being a
great season.
“We have to close out games
more effectively and the players
have to be ready to compete for
positions next year,” Walthall
said.
The swimming and diving
team had a successful season
with a 5-0 overall record and 2-0

conference record.
The team finished third at the
first Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference meet and posted a
3-0 record at home.
Both the men’s and women’s
track and field teams have had
successful seasons with the men
finishing first at the Cobber
Twilight meet and the women
finishing second.
The teams will compete at the
NSIC Outdoor Championships
on May 9-10 in Sioux Falls, S.D.
With records set and a
foundation to build off of the
Dragons look to next year for
continued success.

Advocate file photo

Advocate file photo

Ways to avoid stress during finals week
BY MADALYN LASKE
laskema@mnstate.edu

Sleep deprivation, long lines
at the coffee shop and 24-hour
access to the library. It must
be finals time; the part of year
again when students frantically
try to teach themselves an entire
semester’s worth of work within
one week.
It is inevitable, then, that
students are a bit more on edge
and stressed out this time of year.
“I don’t know if stress can
ever be avoided,” said Carol
Grimm, director of Health and
Wellness at the MSUM Wellness
Center. “Unfortunately, during
finals time you can’t distance
yourself from writing papers or
from studying … but if you can
take time away and just be quiet
and center yourself, and think
about what you need to do, it
can help.”
College is a time when
everything in life is happening
all at once. Many different
commitments and obligations
are pulling students in countless
ways, so much so it can be
nearly impossible to know how

to handle the stress and get by
day-to-day.
“Trying to do everything all
of the time. That’s the most
common stressor,” Grimm said.
“College has larger pockets of
stress because there are certain
things in college that you have
to do. When you graduate from
college there is going to be work
stress but it won’t all be crunched
at one time.”
Stress cannot be avoided;
however there are some methods
students can use to not become
overwhelmed.
“The number one thing is
sleep. I really encourage people
to get a good night’s sleep. I
think with sleep, you can wake
up the next day if you get good
sleep with new perspective,”
Grimm said. “Number two is
exercise. I really believe in
exercise as a form of stress
relief. Whether it’s just getting
out and walking or if you have a
work out, do it.”
Students often make excuses
about not having time to unwind
and relax, but really that is just
as important as the studying in
order to maintain clarity and

organization.
“Be social. Hang out with
people so you don’t lose
connections with them…
emotionally what we are
concerned about is that
someone doesn’t slip into some
kind of a depression, you want
to be aware of that.”
Stress really can take a toll
on a person’s body. Muscular
tension, headaches, insomnia,
fatigue and more susceptibility
to colds and illnesses are all
side effects of stress.
The problem with stress is
that when a person becomes
stressed out, it makes
everything worse.
“Don’t stress out about
stress,” Grimm said. “Which I
think is kind of an interesting
concept because people get
stressed and they fixate on the
stress.”
With summer just around the
corner and the weather finally
getting nicer, students are
itching for summer.
Until then, drink coffee,
study, and remember to
maintain personal wellness to
ensure sanity.

What are you doing to avoid the stress of finals week?
Tweet @MSUMadvocate #avoidstress #finals

Come check out the Wellness Center &
CMU study day events:
May 8th 3-5PM
*more information coming soon
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Greeks celebrate end of year, fraternity chartered
BY MEREDITH WATHNE
wathneme@mnstate.edu

The Greek community at
MSUM hosted their annual
Greek Week to celebrate the end
of another year.
“Greek Week is about forming
bonds with your fellow Greeks
since we come from different
houses,” said Jaclyn Ellwein,
integrated public relations and

advertising junior and Gamma
Phi Beta member. “We are a little
different but it’s a good time to
unite and get out the positive
parts about Greek life.”
The week kicked off with an
all-Greek social on Monday,
followed by a bonfire on Tuesday
night. Wednesday afternoon, the
Greeks hosted their annual Greek
barbecue and sand volleyball
tournament. All the proceeds from

MELISSA STEPHAN • stephanme@mnstate.edu

The Greek Week bonfire was held in the Campus Mall on Tuesday, April 30.

ELECTIONS, FROM FRONT

have a fulfilling presidency.
“It’s one of the hardest things I’ve
ever done and it was one of the most
rewarding things,” he said. “It was
a wonderful opportunity and I’m
going to miss it.”
Student Senate Elections:
President:
• Kevin Struxness
Vice President:
• Austen McFarren
Treasurer:
• Richa Neupane
Arts & Humanities Senator:
• Kelsey Ehrlich
Business & Industry Senator:
• Brody Lavelle
Education & Human Services
Senator:
• Sheridan Pope
• Erica Durheim
Social & Natural Sciences
Senator:
• Shane Kelly
• Clay Schwartzwalter
Graduate Senator:
• Derek Davis

PUBLICATION, FROM FRONT

the barbecue went to the Ronald
McDonald house. On Thursday, a
leadership presentation was held
to help outgoing officers transfer
their position to the incoming
officers. The week capped off
with an awards banquet on Friday
night.
“It is just a time for us all to get
together and … come together as
a Greek community and celebrate
the end of the year,” said Sally
Lunde, special education junior
and Gamma Phi Beta member.
This was also a big week for
Kappa Sigma, as it became an
official chartered fraternity at
MSUM on May 4.
“(Once chartered) that will
mean more contributions from
us to the community, and we
will be a part of MSUM, and we
will have a stronger bond with
MSUM, and we will hopefully
make a good impression,” said
Thaer Alomran, marketing and
management junior and Kappa
Sigma member. “I am super
excited I can’t wait, May 4 will
be an incredible day in my life.”

magazine itself.”
The four redefined Wolftree and
inserted the new definition in the
front of the magazine. It reads: a
very small tree that has a narrowspreading crown and promotes and
advances the growth of larger trees
around it.
Since January, the team has
written articles on people, projects
and recipes and collected pieces
of art to display in the magazine.
Noah designed the layout, and
Brooke has been the advertiser,
running social media and telling
everyone she knows.
“You could call me the Wolftree
cheerleader,” Brooke Kupcho said.
The MSUM student said her
favorite part is meeting new artists.
One artist that will publish in
volume two said he had never
showcased his work publically
before.
“To see his passion for art come
alive was cool. We were able to
see what Wolftree can do,” Brooke
Kupcho said.

The group desires to produce
a high quality magazine with
heavier stock paper. They hope
that it becomes sustainable as a
quarterly publication.
“When artists put stuff in it,
it helps us out,” Brooke Kupcho
said. “But I want it to get to
a point where the favor flips;
where if we put artists in it, it
helps them. Where readers will
see their art and want to contact
them.”
The printing costs for durable
paper was daunting to the team.
One way they were able to
support the start up was through a
fundraising site called Kickstarter.
They posted information and
videos about their project and in
three weeks were able to surpass
their goal of $2,000 by raising
$2,458. The extra money will be
used to produce future issues.
For the four dreamers, seeing
Wolftree actualized has been a
lesson in itself.
“There’s been so many times in

and deeply honored to have
been chosen.”
Beach added that Manno’s
combination of professional

and volunteer dedication is
driven by her unique passion
for life that inspires not
only her students but people
throughout the community.
Manno has taught piano at
MSUM for 24 years, and her
passion is still evident.
“I am enthusiastic about
helping students achieve
their full potential,” she said.
“As I look back over my
many years of teaching at
MSUM, I can say without
a doubt that the best part
of this job is watching our
students blossom as they
develop their passion for
music.”
Manno said that as an
educator, she thrives in
MSUM’s richly diverse
education environment.

Before Kappa Sigma was
Award winners:
chartered as a fraternity, it Outstanding recruitment:
was known as the Kappa Gamma Phi Beta
Sigma Colony. Fraternity Outstanding Community Service:
charter requirements vary, Michael Ratgen
but at MSUM the Kappa Outstanding President:
Sigma brothers each have Cody Meyer
to perform 20 hours of Outstanding New Memeber:
service, 10 per semester, Adam Lang
have a minimum pledge Distinguished Leader:
class of 40 and a minimum Jaclyn Ellwein
Greek Woman of the Year:
grade
point
average
Erin Mattson
requirement are also in Greek Man of the Year:
place according to Alomran. Richard Pallay III
“The colony was in Best Overall Participation:
existence since Fall 2010 Delta Zeta
thanks to our Grand Master Outstanding Campus Involvement:
(president) Cody Meyer,” Allison Armstrong
Alomran said. “He started Outstanding Philanthropic Event:
it as a dream of his own, Gamma Phi Beta Spagammi
and it became something Most Enthusiastic:
we all shared and dreamt Mollie Day, Thaer Alomran,
Hanna Rafferty
about, and then we saw that
Most Improved Chapter:
dream become a reality on Delta Zeta
May 4, 2013. We finally
did it.”
Greek Recruitment happens at
There are three houses at the start of each semester. For
MSUM, two sororities, Gamma more information on Greek life
Phi Beta and Delta Zeta and at MSUM, visit their Facebook
one fraternity, Kappa Sigma. page at MSUM Greek Life.

Submitted photo

Dustin Snyder and Noah Kupcho set up their studio for a photo shoot.

the past where I’ve wanted to do
things, but I let it fade,” Brooke
Kupcho said. “There’s no way we
could’ve done it by ourselves, but
it’s cool that we can actually do
it. I honestly don’t know how it’s
working. I’m just going with it.”
Wolftree will be hosting a

magazine launch party at 7 p.m.
May 25 at Ecce Art Gallery. Open
to the public, there will be live
music, free food and coffee. The
magazine will cost $22 and can
also be purchased at Zandbroz
Variety and Ecce or on the
publication’s website, wolftree.co.

PROFESSOR, FROM FRONT
“I did not expect to be
nominated, and I certainly did
not expect to win the award,”
Manno said. “I am humbled

BEN GUMERINGER • gumeringbe@mnstate.edu

Terrie Manno demonstrates her love for piano.

My one reason?

To provide
hope for people
in need.
You only need one reason
to donate plasma.

Find out how becoming a plasma donor can make a difference for patients and
help you earn extra money. As a new donor, you can earn up to $85 this week.

Talecris Plasma Resources
800 Holiday Drive, Moorhead
(218) 287-2700
In addition to meeting the donation criteria, you must provide a valid
photo I.D., proof of your current address and your Social Security or
immigration card to donate. Must be 18 years of age or older to donate.

